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(1) le c or men da t i o n s 
Chapter I 
Introduction 
Many hooks ha e boon written and many studies made of the 
teaching of United states history in high school with various 
objects in mind. In going through these books-*- I have been 
impressed by the many experiments carried on in methods of 
teaching United States history and anyone reading those books 
cannot help but gather some additional techniques for their 
OY/n use in teaching. However, I have found that of all the ex¬ 
periments e irri . : on so far, not one lias taken care of a sub¬ 
ject in which I am vitally interested, namely, whether or not 
too many dates-- are given to learn in high school history. (If 
any reference has been made to dates by any of the authors of 
the aoove books it has only been to mention the d. tee 0iven in 
various courses without stating v hether or not they were of any 
value to the student.) If so, has it been to the detriment of 
factual knowledge acquired and the grasping of historical order? 
1. "Conference on History in Secondary Schools", McLaughlin-- 
"rethoda of Teaching History", ^hite—"Method in History 
for teachers and Itudcnts", Mace—"The Teaching of History", 
lapper—"Teaching of History in Elementcry nd secondary 
schools", Johnson, II. "History, dtu&y and Teaching", \ction 
"History" Adams, II.3.—"Principles in the Teaching of His- 
t o ry"s Salmon, 3.If. 
Lccordin to- invest! ions by Cluco.s, United 3ti too his¬ 
tory textbooks contain from 132 to 25o different year dates 
specifically referred to, with the total number of mentions 
running from 635 to 1556* 
T-,"i 
J- i < Addition to these questions I have always wondered how many 
students remembered dates 
they have been better off 
spend the time gained, in a 
which they had once learned; or would 
learning a few approximate dates and 
e :airing factual kno ledge of the sub¬ 
ject? 
Is there any evidence to show that much material once 
learned is soon forgotten? Does the heavy burden carried along 
tills date line have much to do with this fact? Is the requir¬ 
ing numerous exact dates for youngsters to learn any aid to then 
in a history course? 
dost teachers fail to understand a youngsters comprehension 
oi tim ’ * -!-t has been shown in the .3inet-3imon 3cale for mea¬ 
suring intelligence that the average child does not underst nd 
b 
the difference between morning and afternoon until he is six 
years old. Through daily experience the child develops a time 
sense limited for a time to day, morning, afternoon, hour, or 
week. Long stretches of time are learned as the child is let 
to estimate the time required for the completion of known ex¬ 
periences. Then, fifty years becomes Mv;hen grandpa was a boyM • 
Unless we can aid youngsters to translate long stretches of time 
for use in history, one hundred years will mean nothing*, and a 
d<°te, such as 1361, will appear vaguely as "just another dote'** 
I might simply.state in this introduction that it has al~ 
i i 
ways been a question in my mind, which I have not answered in 
four years of high school teaching, whether or not too cany 
dates v/ere given in high school history along with many other 
events which were soon forgotten. Did the students gain any¬ 
thing by these methods but the idea that history is a mass of 
unrelated material which should be covered in school, then for- 
4 
gotten, as soon as they graduate, ifter receiving a passing 
grade ? 
I was aided somewhat in this tidy by reading the work on 
dates completed fey Charles ^• flueas of northern htate Teachers 
College, in which he studied the number of d tes usually given 
in courses, and one of his main findings was the formulating of 
a list of the most important dates in United states history. 
History teaching has many times been criticized adversely 
because it consisted of little else than learning and re;iting 
a long list of dates and unrelated facts♦ ha a result, a few 
teachers have become somewhat timid when it comes to asking 
tHaeir pupils to learn a list of date-events and I will pre¬ 
sently attempt to find out whether or not the e teachers are 
justified. It probably can be'shown th -re are some dr t s 
which should be remembered in order to have the necessary guide 
posts to direct the pupils along their journey. 
In history two hinds of dates are used, namely, approximate 
and exact. Kach is necessary, but how far should v.e go in 
teaching these lates? biact dates such as 151c-, 1 307 and 1620 
s ern to serve no very useful purpose, but it appe; rs that if we 
could place the ate 1607, the founding of Jamestown, in a cer¬ 
tain period of time we might be hotter off. However, it should 
be admitted that the learning of a few exact dates is probably 
permissible even if only for sentimental purposes, like 1776- 
The authorities appear unable to arrive or agree on the .• tes 
that shoul be taught as exact and approxim te, but we should 
be able to divide United States history happenings into de¬ 
finite periods. 
In covering this subject I have attempted to arrive at the 
answers of two questions, namely (1) Are dates once learned by 
students soon forgetten? If so, what proportion? and; (2) If 
students are given only a few approximate dates, is their grasp 
of the facts of history comparable to those of students given a 
9 
larger number of dates to memorize? 
With these questions or thoughts in mind I proceeded to 
carry on ray experiments, the procedure of which I shall explain 
in the next chapter. 
Chapter II 
Procedure of Question Humber One 
The first part of the experiment was carried on to -teter¬ 
mine the answer to question lumber One, namely. Are d tea once 
learned by students soon forgotten and if so, v.hat proportion. 
It may be readily seen that in arriving at the conclusions it 
was necessary to check on a large number of former aistor^ ..,tn 
dents who have taken the subject within the part ten year. . 
As a result, a check was made of former students who would be 
in these groups• To each of these students one, two, ± jui 9 
'six and ten years out of United States history, was gi>en a 
list of dates.1 These dates were the most common and out¬ 
standing of the dates as found from a questionnaire sent out 
to ninety high school history teachers, including dxo«e m ~*y 
own school. Mr. Clucas* selections were also included in this 
group. These dates totaled aoout fifty-five* i.ost of then 
were very common dates while the others were those simply re-* 
cmirad*1 by the teachers as being relatively important. The 
students were to place the event associated with tuat partic¬ 
ular date nd the results were tabulated. -0 make a further 
check, the order was reversed by naming the events first and 
asking the former students to place a date beside the c.cnt 
1. 1000-1492-1607-1619-1620-1775-1776-1783-1787-1789-1303- 
1312-1820-1323-1846-1850-1860-1861-1862-1363-1365-1390-1398- 
1900-1914-1917-1918-1929-19bb and 1628-1636-1690-1754-1759- 
1791-1795. 
vithin five yearn of the correct date, and the result.a were 
tabulated. 
rfhe f o 11 ow ins e ven t s v* e ro listed: 
1. 
o 
»'-* . 
* 
4. 
5* 
6. 
7 
Magellan started on his around the world trip 
Balboa discovered the Pacific in 151o. 
Pissarro conquered Peru in 1551. 
The colony of Maryland was founded in 1652. 
George Washington opened the Great French Was 
in 1519. 
in 1754 
The Boston Tea Party was held in 1775. 
The Revolutionary Was began in 1775. 
3. The treaty between dngland and United States following the 
Revolutionary Was w s signed in 1735. 
9. Our Constitution was adopted in 1788. 
10. Washington first took office as President in 1789* 
11. Louisiana was'purchased in 1805. 
12. The cotton gin was invented in 1795. 
15. Jackson was first elected in 1828. 
14. The Mexican Was began in 1846. 
15. Gold was discovered in California in 1848. 
16. Kansas-Nebraska Bill was passed in 1854. 
17. Fort Sumter was bombards- in 1861. 
13. General Lee surrendered in 1865. 
19. Lincoln was assassinated in 1365. 
: 
20. Interstate Commerce let was passed in 1387. 
21. Spanish-Aiaerican Was began in 1898. 
22. Boxer*doftel 1.1 on took place in 1900. 
/ 
j 
25. Me inley was assassinated in 1901. 
24. Taft was elected in 1903* 
\ 
25. Federal-Reserve Act Was passed in 1915. 
3 
The reader should again notice especially that, resides 
raving a leeway of five years on either side of the exact date, 
the students had the added advantage of looking at events which 
were chronologically arranged, which should have added to their 
ability to bring up their average. 
The persons questioned in this work included teachers (not 
of history), two bankers, many office workers, and laborers, 
and a number of others, most of whom did much reading in the 
daily newspapers. Vdiile questioning these former students a 
discussion of dates as they had learned them in high school was 
held and I listed the students personal reactions. These dis¬ 
cussions proved very interesting and enlightening, so much so 
that I ara going to include some of them, with percentages, in 
this paper. 
Procedure of luestion Humber Two 
With the above work as a basis the set up for the carrying 
on of the major part f my thesis was made, namely, to deter¬ 
mine if students given only a certain number of period dates 
learned as much, less, or more history than those given a 
greater number of dates. Also it was hoped to compare the 
sense of historical order and factual knowledge of these 
groups. 
The work required a period of two years to complete. A 
large number of United States history students in their junior 
year were used as the subjects with thirty-five in the experi¬ 
mental group and ninety-nine in the control group.1 The experi¬ 
mental group was required to learn fifteen approximate dates 
V i 
1. These groups are listed as to age, I*$.# and results later 
on in this paper. 
0 
while the control group was required to learn about eighty- 
seven. Eighty-seven is the usual number required a high school 
group to learn as shown by the questionnaire sent out to high- 
school history teachers. These same pupils were cheeked about 
one year after taking the history course to letermine their 
general grasp of the subject matter and their idea of histor¬ 
ical order. 
Before giving any figures which would indicate either side 
of the question that dates given high school history are more 
or less forgotten and useless, and that the time spent in 
learning these dates might be spent in getting more factual 
knowledge, we will first explain the procedure to show that no 
outside forces could have entered in to alter my conclusions. 
Bumber of pupils tested ---------—«— -*-—- 
Humber of pupils in experimental group----- o5 
A. Each pupil use the same text. 
B. Each pupil given the same amount of outside reading. 
C. The experimental group was chosen alphabetically and had no 
special abilities. 
D* The sane methods and effort for all classes. 
B. Experimental group met the last period in the afternoon 
which certainly is not reputed to be the best time of day 
for learning. 
F. Each group was about evenly divided between boys and girls. 
G* Experimental group given sixteen approximate dates to learn 
with eight of the dates marking periods in United states 
history. 
II. Others given these same dates plus a large number of other 
dmt which totaled eighty-seven which was found to be the 
10 
averse number given each year by the average high school his¬ 
tory teacher. 
Bote: The students of both the experimental group and control 
group were compared as to I. }♦Ts, ages , and grades in various 
subjects in high school, with the following results: 
Average Age of Experiment cl Group  ---17.o 
Average Age of Control Group-------- 17.4 
Average I.0,* of Experimental Group--—---— 96.6 
Average 1.7. of Control Group-----99*5 
The grades of the two groups compared f vorably. The ex¬ 
perimental grow: had a lower percentage of A marks, but were 
about equal in the number of high school failures. 
kith the above as a basis all these students west through 
A A 
one year of United States history. During the course the stu¬ 
dents were subjected to the same procedures, tests and final ex¬ 
aminations. Bow one year later a test was prepared for these 
students, in order to determine their grasp of history. The 
test was made up of questions from four main sources, namely; 
(1) final history examinations from high schools other than my 
own, (2) original questions, (b) questions derived from various y 
college entrance examinations, and (4) a number of sample tests 
taken from various books davoted to a study of the teaching of 
United Etates history. The test was made up largely from the 
standpoint of determining the students grasp of factual know¬ 
ledge and historical order. 
The greatest care was used in making out the test. Bo 
actual dates were included because we have already tested for 
these, but, besides a large amount of factual knowledge, many 
historical order questions Y/ere given to show if the student 
11 
possessed this important part of history. In other words, the 
test was very representative of the type of questions which 
would oe asked a high school class in a final examination. (On 
tne following pages of this chapter may be found the test given 
to the students who have been one year out of the United States 
his t ory course•) 
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Tin FOLLOWING WAS Till TftST GIV IF T 0 3TUDDTT1 
£2 YKAH OUT OF a C0JR3U IH UNITED ST VEBS 
HISTORY 
The teat given was as follows j 
Part I Complete or fill in blank as indicated* 
1* The Crusades were _ 
2* Marco Polo 
3* The Humanists were _____  
4. Probably the most important contribution of the Renaissance 
to civllation was __ 
5* Give the name of the man called the “Father of European 
Bxpans i on •fl ' 
6* The nationality of Columbus was _______ but his voyage 
was sponsored by ___ 
7. llame Columbus1 three ships 
8* Pope’s Demarcation line divided the Hew World in such a 
manner that _________________ 
9* The Hew World was not called Columbia instead of America 
because ___ 
1G* The Pacific was discovered by in 
11. What two things did Magellan’s voyage prove?_ 
12. Mexico was conquered by ___ and Peru by 
13. The first two companies sponsored by.England for settling 
the Hew World were _ _ and ___ 
14. The first permanent settlement in America was  
settled in _____ 
15. John Smith was _______ 
16. Bacon’s Rebellion __ 
The Puritans were called Puritans because 17. 
15 
13. was the Portuguese sailor who 
rounded the Cape of Good Cope and reached India in 1498. 
19. The plant became the basis of colonial 
prosperity in Virginia. 
CO• The chief English town from which the English coxae was 
21. Soger Williams was the founder of 
24. 
22. Religious freedom to ail except Jews and free thinkers was 
granted to the colony of _ 
25. The turning point of the American devolution was the battle 
of 
was first Secretary of the Treasury, 
25. The Liberator was edited by 
56. Webster-Ashburton treaty settled the boundary between 
87. Civil War in Kansas was brought on by the 
28. 
29. 
bill. 
v/a president of the Confederacy* 
In the Civil Was the campaign in the west was fought for 
the possession of 
50. The plan of Lincoln for reconstruction in the South was 
known as the 
51. President 
plan 
withdrew the Federal troops from 
the South in 1877 
52. "Open Door” policy concerned the country of 
55. The famous Supreme Court decision of 1857 declared that 
14 
PART II 
34-,43 
3 4« 
35. 
36. 
57. 
38. 
Arrange the follov/ing in chronological order; 
Compromise of 1850 39. 14 amendment 
Sussex Pledge 40. Battle of Gettysburg 
C ab o t1s Yoyage 41. Mexican War 
navigation A c t s 42. Stanp Act Congress 
Iri 3s O’i ri Con roni se 43. Pul 1 man 31 r i Ice 
List the following in sequence as to which happened 
first etc. 
44. battle of Ge11y sburg 
Fall of 7,I c ksburg 
, Fall of Richmond 
45. Civil War in Kansas 
John Brownf s Raid 
Firing on Fort Sumter 
, Dred Scott case 
, Missouri C ompromis e 
The Compromise admitting California o 
45* A federal law pass-: s through these stages; 
-asses by both houses _ _ 9 Committee debates » 
Gigned by President of United 3tates___, Introduction 
by a Congressman « 
PART III * 
J'ftr 
directions; -elov; in the left hand column is a list of 
events, in the ri lit hand column are periods of United States 
history numbered from 47 to 51. Place the number of the period 
in the parenthesis before each event to show in which period 
the event took place. 
Events Periods 
47. Boston xea Party 47. Colonial to 1700 
43. Union of the He?/ England 48. 1700 Revolutionary War. 
states for protection. 
49. Forth West' Ordinance 49. Revolutionary War to 'Mar of 
1312. 
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III (continued) 
Events 
50* Stamp Act 
51. Louisiana Purchase 
52. Wilnot Proviso 
Periods 
■ i mm i m mi—"iw tmnmi ^ 
50. War of 1812 to Civil War 
51. .After Civil War 
55. First Continental Congress 
54. 15 th Amendraen t 
55. Beginning of the railroads 
56. First attempt at union among the several colonies 
57. Monroe doctrine 
58. Lewis and Clark Expedition 
PO. End of Dutch Sale in otherlan.W; 
60. BoWert Fulton and his steamboat 
61. Cotton Gin 
62. Establisliment of First national Band's Charte. 
Go. Ling William’s War 
64. Bred Scott Decision 
65• Purchase of Alaska 
66. Completion of first transcontinental railroad 
67. Final English conquest of America 
PAR? IV 
Directions: Select one answer which most correctly com¬ 
pletes each one of the following statements and put the number 
qf answer in the parenthesis at the left of the scasement. 
68. Representatives must be at least: 
1. o5 years of age 
2. 55 years of age 
5. 40 years of age 
4. 25 years of age 
16 
69, Executive power is vested in: 
1. Congress 
2. House of Representatives 
5. Legislature 
4. President 
70, The sole power of impeachment is held by: 
1* The Senate 
2. The House of Representatives 
b. The rice-Pre s edent 
4, A Committee of both houses. 
71. Congress mus t as semb1e * 
1* Cnee every year 
2. Once every two years 
b. The first Honday in January 
4. Twice each year 
72. Representatives are chosen every: 
1. 4th year 
2. 2nd year 
b. every year 
4. 6th year 
75. The 14th amendment: 
1. abolished slavery 
2. made negroes voters 
b. provided for an income tax 
4. made negroes citizens 
74. The first ten amendments to the Constitution are fre¬ 
quently called: 
1. General provisions 
2. Bill of Rights 
17 
b • T axa t i o n Amen dine n t a 
4. suffrage Amendments 
75# Bills for raising: revenue c n originate in; 
1. both the House and the Senate 
2* only the Senate 
only the House of Representatives 
4* the executive department 
76. The President has power to make treaties: 
1. with the consent of two-thirds of the senate 
2. with the consent of the majority of both House and 
Senate 
o. with the consent of two-thirds of the House 
4. of his own free will 
/?. A vacancy occurring in the Supreme Court is filled by: 
1. general election 
2. the President 
5. the Attorney General 
4. the Supreme Court 
78. A presidential veto is over ruled by: 
1. two-thirds majority vote in both Houses 
2. three-fifths majority vote in both Houses 
H. one-half majority vote in both Houses 
4. one-third majority vote in both Houses 
79. Amendments to the Constitution must be ap u'oved by: 
I. two-thirds of the states 
2. three-fourths of the st tes 
b. one-half of the states 
4. one-third of the states 
13 
80• Congress does not have power to: 
1. Lay and collect taxes 
2. Borrow money on credit of the United states 
dequlate money value 
4. Pass an ex-pos’t facto law 
31• Unnecessary qualifications for the Presidency of the 
United Btatos ares 
1. at least 55 
2. a resident in the United Btates for past 14 years 
5# a natur 1 born citizen 
4• a white male citizen 
82* The Constitution was ratified by: 
1. all of the states 
2. 11 of the states 
5. 9 of the states 
4* 3 of the states 
r 
' 
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PART V 
Directions: Below are tvo colu ns of related events* In 
the parenthesis before each event in the left-hand colunn place 
the number of the event most closely related to it from the- 
right-hand column. 
events 
85. American enters World nr 
34. protection against the 
Indians 
35. English oppression 
36. e s tward e>:pan s i on 
Events 
85. Exclusion of slaves from 
California 
64. XYZ affai r 
35. Jinking of Lusitania 
36. The rise of Carpetbaggers 
87. Aristocratic government 37 
88. Trouble with France 88 
89. Reconstruction period of 
Civil War 
89 
90. Wiiraot Proviso 90 
91. Industrial Rev olu tion 91 
92 
95 
94 
ITev; !ng 1 and Conf e ie rat i on 
Ordinance of 1737 
Increase in urban population 
Stamp Act 
Federalist Party 
Wilderness campaign 
Underground railway 
Secession of South Carolina 
20 
PART VI 
Directions: Belov/ are two columns, the left hand column' 
a list of causes and the right a list of topics. In the paren¬ 
thesis before each cause place the number of the topic of which 
it is the cause. 
Cause 
91. Defeat of the Germans 
92. Struggle for Buropean 
Supremacy in America 
9o» Religious intoleration 
94. Debt ora! demands 
95. Impressment of American 
seamen 
96. Desire for cheap land 
97. English attempt ta pro¬ 
ll i b i t smuggling 
98. Boston Tea Party 
99. ITo power to tax 
Topic 
91. French and Indian Wars 
92. Writs of Assistance 
92. Articles of Confederation 
94. Continental paper money 
95. First National Bank 
96. War of 1312 
97. Spoils syst em 
98. e s tward movement 
99. Civil War 
100* Migration from ungland 
101. Intolerable \cts 
102. Hew Life to the slave 
system 
102. The Armistice 
H 
r'-ur vii 
directions: Bolo are two columns; the left tend column 
a list of effects and the right a list of topics. In. the pa¬ 
renthesis before each place the number of the topic of which 
it is the effects 
Effect 
100. Heavy relief expenditures 
101. U.3.A. control of trans¬ 
portation on rississiopi 
102. A stronger alliance among 
the states 
10b. Rapid, building up of the: 
west 
104. Lead England to favor the 
South in the Civil Par 
105. Increased Hew i-igland 
C oxjnerce v i th world 
105. Beclaration of Rights 
and Grievances 
107. Increase in the navy 
108. Led to the war of 1813 
109. Kept European countries 
out of Lev tern Hemisphere 
110. Led to the growt .. of 
New York City 
Topic 
—... 
100. Clipper ships 
101. Election of War 
Hawks 
102. Discovery of gold 
10b. Louisiana Purchase 
104. Perry’s victory on 
lake Erie 
105. 
/■ 
The 1'onroe Doctrine 
106. The Erie Canal 
107. Invention of Cotton 
Gin 
108. The XYZ affair 
109. Conti ental Congr.es 
110. The Constitution 
111. Lincoln-Douglas 
Debates 
112. The depression 
22 
PART VIII 
Gocial and Intellectual events 
Directionst If you think the statement true place a (x) 
in the parenthesis before the statement; if false place a (o). 
Do Dot Gu3ss 
111. Jackson’s administration was known for its anti-humanitar¬ 
ian ism* 
112. The federal! 
Tew York to 
at Papers 
ratify the 
written by Alexander Hamilton u 
Constitution• 
rges . 
11C* Uncle Tom’s Cabin depicted the life of a runaway slave. 
114. Harvard was the first college founded in America. 
115. Greenbacks were redeemable notes issued by the govern- 
ment uring the Civi1 Var. 
116. 
117. 
Garrison’s writings a^vocat >d the freedom of the slaves. 
The Indian’s were more friendly with the Gnglish than the 
French. 
113, 
119. 
Gpanish missions fos 13red the Indians. 
Benjamin Franklin helped Philadelphia grow as a center for 
printing books and magazines. 
120. The Puritans were very much opposed to lotteries. 
121. Farm tools and methods improve little up to 1750* 
122. The largest part of the immigration up until the Civil War 
was from 3 on them Burope . 
122. The physical geography of America as against Europe fosters 
the growth of national feeling. 
12 . The wealthy people tended to leave the South during the 
Civil War. 
125. The share-cropping system is a result of the Civil War. 
126. Boons and depressions have been largely the result of 
toeric n optinism. 
127. The intermingling of races in the United states made it 
more progressive. 
323. lefore the white men discovered America the Indians used 
horses for money. 
129. 
2o 
Colonial 'Tew In gland was primarily agricultural. 
100. The middle colonies and the southern colonies were suited 
by nature to agriculture* 
101. Invention of the cotton gin by Whitney :romoted the in¬ 
dustry of Kew England. 
lo2♦ TTew England had the only common public school system. 
l^w . The first newspaper published in the col nies v/as the 
doston Weekly Lews Letter--1704* 
1L4• One of the main reasons for the westward movement was the 
desire for land. 
PART IX 
Rela t i on si ij p s Tan and Even t s 
directionst In ,he parenthesis before etch statement 
place the number of the man connected wi th the s tatement. 
Statement ; en 
lob. discovery of est Indies 155. John i . Adams 
156. Freedom of Press 156. James K. Polk 
157. Defended rights of nulli¬ 
fication by a state in his 
157. Dred 3 CO 11 
L: posit! ) n an: 1 P r j t e s t 
153. Secretary of Ptate in 1317 loS. John Marshall 
who was noted for Mb 
diplomacy 
lw9. Leader of capture of 
Harperfo Ferry 
159. Calhoun 
140 • Pres1dent during the 
Mexican War 
140 
/ 
An d rew Jackson 
141. adon’t give up the ship*1 141. Denj amin Fransiin 
142. Test case for slavery 142. Alexander Hami11 on 
145 . Second president of the 
United States 
145. Peter Zenger 
144. Famous for his financial 
policy in George 
L ashington’s cabinet 
144. James Lawrence 
145. Leader of a religious 
flight from Massachusetts 
to Rhode Island 
145. John Adams 
146. La e a decision in the 146. Thomas Jefferson 
1 cOulloch-Laryland case 
destroying the \ hole platform 
of the "state’s rights'* 
theory* 
147. Founder of a colony of debtors 147. James Oglethorpe 
in Georgia. 
148. American Minister to France 148. Zachary Taylor 
during the Revolutionary War 
149. Leader of a new energetic 149. William Pitt 
group in Congress favored the 
War of 1312. 
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150. detained the ideal of 150. 
“strict construct ion'1 
151. Debater with Lincoln 151. 
152. Defender of American 152. 
colonies in Parliament 
15o. Refused charter for Second 155. 
Kational Bank 
154. Oar in West during the 154. 
Revolution 
155. 
156. 
John Brown 
Hen iv Clay 
George Rogers Clark 
Roger Williams 
Oliver 0. Holmes 
Stephen Doug;las 
Columbus 
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PART X 
Multiple Choice Test* At the left \ rite the letter of the 
answer which correctly completes the statement* 
______ 155. The Italian navigator who, sailing for Henry 711 
of England, reached the main land of north America 
v;as (a) Cabot, (b) Verrazano, (c) Raleigh. 
_____ 156. xhe second circumnavigator of the globe was 
(a) Drake, (b) Gilbert, (c) Magellan. 
_ 157. The first permanent -nglish settlement in America 
was (a) 3t. Augustine, (b) Massachusetts Bay, 
(c) Jamestown. 
_____ 153. Massachusetts absorbed the settlements made by 
Mason and Gorges in (a) Maine ani Kev Hampshire, 
(b) Rhode Island and (c) Connecticut. 
_____ 159. The wealthy proprietors who conducted the work of 
settlement along the Hudson v?er j called (a) 
governors, (b) vessels, (c) patroons. 
_ 160. The American schoolmaster who regretted that he 
“had but one life to give to his country’1 v;as 
(a) Hale, (b) Gonway, (c) Clark, (d) Revere* 
___ 161* The last state to ratify the Constitution was 
(a) New York, (b) Rhode Island, (c) Delaware* 
__ 162. The man from whom Hamilton differed on practically 
every question of policy of the government was 
(a) Washington, (b) Jefferson, (c) Adams. 
165. Jefferson was somewhat disturbed by his purchase 
of Louisiana because he doubted its (a) constitu¬ 
tionality, (b) value. 
164. The close of the bar of 1312 marks an epoch in the 
American history because (a) we began a long period 
of peace, (b) we turned our backs on Aurope and 
beg n to g-ropple with our own problems, (c) the 
control of the Northwest was definitely ours. 
155. Ibout 1311 many old methods of transportation were 
being superseded by the (a) steamboat, (b) rail¬ 
road train. 
166. The case in which the Supreme Court over-ruled the 
highest court of Virginia was (a) Marbury vs. 
Madison, (b) Martin vs. Hunters Lessee. 
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167• The author of a famous series of novels dealing 
with Indian life was (a) Washington Irving, 
(b) James Penimore Cooper, (c) Charles Dickens. 
168* During Monroe's presidency Alaska was owned ny 
(a) Japan, (b) Russia, (c) England. 
169* The last thirty years of American history have 
shown that the Honroe Doctrine (a) is v/holly 
absolete, (b) is wholly unchanged, (c) has been 
modified to suit new conditions. 
170. The Garrison Abolitionists opposed slavery 
because they believed that it was (a) a sin, 
(b) uncons t i tut i anal, (c) econ ;mi cally unsounci • 
JL71-*- The famous Supreme Court decison of 136 7 Declared 
th t negroes were (a) property, (b) citizens, 
(c) aliens. 
172. The belief that "This government cannot endure 
, permanently half slave and half free* was expressed 
by (a) Calhoun, (b) Lincoln, (c) Douglas. 
17b. As part of the same plot in which Lincoln was 
killed (a) Seward was stabbed, (b) Grant was shot 
at* 
174. Early in the Civil War a large number of slaves 
were freed by Congress through the (a) Confis¬ 
cation Acts, (b) Thirteenth Amendment, (c) 
Sman c i p a t i o n P r o c 1 arna t i o n. 
175. The leadership of the Knights of Labor was sup¬ 
planted by (a) the Granges, (b) the American 
Federation of Lab or. 
176. The most orominent political leader bet* een Lincoln 
and Roosevelt was (a) Blaine, (b) He inley, 
(c) Bryan 
177. The organization of the Populist party was en¬ 
couraged by the passage of the (a) Sherman Anti- 
Trust A•t, (b) HeKinley Tariff, (c) Fifteenth 
Amendrnen t. 
173. The "new Lincoln" was (a) Bryan, (b) Wilson, 
(c) McKinley. 
179. In 1398, according to the treaty between United 
States and Spain, Spain agreed to (a) withdraw 
from Cuba, (b) cede Cuba to United States, (c) 
institute reform in Cuba. 
130. McKinley’s administration was market in industry 
by (a) prosperity (b) depression. 
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131* The first great nation to submit a case of the 
Hague Court of arbitration was (a) England, 
(b) United Hates, (c) Russia. 
182• The “Open Door" in China was secured through the' 
promises of the interests powers to (a) observe 
certain regulations in China (b) withdraw com¬ 
pletely from China. 
13o* T* Roosevelt e irne the title of (a) nuclei*- ker, 
(b) trustbuster, (c) little magician. 
184. The Interstate Commerce Commission vas made an 
effective agency in the first time in its history 
of nineteen years by the (a) Morrill Act (b) 
Overman Act, (c) Hepburn ,et. 
Congress decided that the Manama ’anal 
(a) sea level type, (b) lock type. 
should be 
ICG# T. Roosevelt von the Eobel :>rize for his contri¬ 
bution to (a) literature, (b) international peace. 
187. \t the second Hague Conference resolutions were 
adopted (a) creating a permanent international 
court of justice, (b) looking to the more humane 
conduct of war, (c) li iting naval armaments. 
133. Important-among the leaders of the Progressive 
movement was (a) Roosevelt, (b) Hugos, (c) 
Johnson. 
189. The purpose of the federal Trade Oommi sion is to 
(a) help big business to obey the law, (b) dis¬ 
solve big business corporations, (c) punish vio¬ 
lations of the law. 
190. A contribution of "dollar for dollar* to state 
appropriations for education if commerce, industry, 
domestic science, and agriculture was made ay the 
(a) Federal Board of Vocational Education, (b) 
Clayton Act, (c) Morrill Act. 
191. Through their control of the seas the obtaining of 
war supplies in the United states was possible for 
(a) The Allies, (b) The Central rowers. 
192. The fourteenth of Wilson's Fourte n Points vas 
concerned with (a) freedom of the seas, (b) 
reduction of armaments, (c) a league of Cations. 
195. The line of German occupation in France v. ,s 
known as the (a) Hinden >urg line, (b) Ludendorff 
line, (c) Luxembourg line. 
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_194* The lar est loss in men in the lorld War was 
suffered by (a) Germany, (b) Russia, (c) France* 
Arirange the following in chronological order. 
195. California Gold iiush ______ 
196. Purchase of Alaska________ 
197. Civil War _  
198. Assassination of Ke&inley ___ 
199. Assassination of Garfield __ 
Before tabulating the r esults I placed each of the students 
c 
in a definite age group, and also grouped thera so that their 
Intelligence Quotient was within five points. 7,hen this work 
was completed the average age of the control group as compared 
v/ith the average age of the experimental group was found* 
sisles the above, I found the comparison of the average In¬ 
telligence Quotient; the average of the comparative score; and 
the average comparative score of the factual questions and his¬ 
torical order questions. As I will show in ray data various 
methods of checking the tables were used such as standard 
deviation, standard error and means, difference oetveen means, 
and critical ratio. 
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Chapter III 
Data of question I lumber One 
. dents were given a list of the dates i 
asked to name the event that Tent with thet certain date, 
folio*, in ■ tabulations were acquired of a large number of 
students who had taken a course in history one, two, four 
six, and ten years ago* 
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Experimenting now from the opposite angle, that is by 
listing twenty-five key events as listed in chapter two and 
asKing the students to place the event within five years on 
eitner side of the exact date, the following results were ob- 
tained; mose listed in Table Number VI were taking a course 
m Problems of Democracy at the time in which at least eight of 
the‘>e events were mentioned on different occasions. 
Table Humber VI (One year out) 
The following table indicates the number of events on 
which a late five years w/ithin the correct one was placed by 
pupils one year out of United States history. 
lluriher of Pupils 
1 
2 
4 
5 
2 
2 
1 
6 
9 
2 
11 
4 
8 
11 
7 
5 
3 
1 
runber of events with date within five 
' year of exact date 
19 
18 
17 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
O 
u .y 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Average 7.9 per pupil 
Average remembered exactly -2. 
.38 
Taole- VII (Two, foui, six, ten years out) 
Average of those two years out_Four 
Average of those four years out_Three 
Average of those six years out Three 
Average of those ten years out Six 
As a comparison I might here give the average acquired by 
those in the experimental group who were given only fifteen 
specific dates and a number of period dates to remember. It, 
however, was possible that they might memorize more dates than 
■ 
they had been given in class. 
Table 71II (Experimental group-one year out) 
:_-.7oi j a;.r ,,.n Humber of dates vithin five years of 
exact date 
16 
14 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
Note: This group was an average group and we may see that its 
average was 9.9 which was somewhat higher than that of the 
control group one year out which had an average of 7.9 as 
shown in Table VI* 
After a survey of students, it was found that ninety-three 
percent of them believed that the learning of many exact dates 
had been useless to them in that they spent much time learning 
dates instead of subject matter and they felt they would have 
been much better off if they had had to associate the event in 
a certain period and remember its associations with other events 
of that period, host of them felt that as soon as the date 
o9 
was forgotten its historical place was much easier to mis¬ 
calculate because they had not spent enough time on periods 
and association•- 
fhe remaining seven percent seem to feel that they en¬ 
joyed the learning of dates but had much doubt as to its value 
to others who did not make a hobby of remembering dates. 
However, of the rseven percent, three percent felt that outside 
of the pleasure they received by learning the dates, they 
t 
would have been much better off if they had spent the time on 
subject matter and placed it in periods. Five percent of this 
seven percent also said that they had "remembered” most of the 
dates at the time, but had since forgotten most of them. 
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Biscuawion of data on question Number One 
It might be well for the reader to note that in the fore¬ 
going tables in Cha.pter III on the list of dates, that the aver¬ 
age number remembered is about 6.5 whether it is one year out of 
the course or ten years out. The reader might also note that 
most of the dates remembered by these former students are dates 
snen as 1492-1776-1812-1914-1917 which are constantly being re¬ 
ferred uo in newspapers, radio and other points of information 
indicating that it would not he necessary to take a United States 
hiS;>ury course to be Tamiliar with there d tcs for the most Dart» 
In any case it can be plainly seen by the reader that the average 
retention of dates is very poor and that the average student re- 
menoers very fev/ of the dates he was once required to learn in 
high school. 
xaa two cates, outside ox those mentioned above, most com¬ 
monly remembered of this group were those of 1775 and 1898. The 
first probably because many link it with 1776, and the latter lias 
recency in its lavor, along with the fact the frequent mention of 
the Philippines, an our newspapers give it added prominence. Cf 
course, these facts may not be attributed to anything actually 
learned in a high school history course. 
surprising, indeed, is that the dates of the French and 
Indian Wars were practically forgotten by all except two persons 
in the ten year group. We might notice that in general the 
charts are heavily checked at the beginning of United States 
history and also at more recent dates. The Period from 1623 to 
1890 is very poorly checked. Only 1776 and 1812 are checked 
very frequently in this period. 
In Table Number VI we see that the average number of the 
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events placed within five years of the exnct date of those one 
year out of history is only 7.9 per pupil# When y/g consider - 
tiiat all oi these pupils were taking at the time they were 
tested a course in rooleins of Democracy, the showing is very 
surprising indeed# It indicates that even after being only one 
year out of the course an 1 taking a course which is along a his¬ 
torical line, they were unable to obtain a very good average. 
And more strange, too, is the fact that the average number of 
d,»tes reiaembered exactly was on 1 y a surprioing tv/o • 
ihe reader night note also Table 711 in which the averages 
on this test of those two, four, and six years out of the course 
drops further# Surprisingly enough, however, the average jumps 
from three in six years to six in ten years out# This average is 
also very poor, but I believe it does indie te that more reading, 
r 
maturity, interest, and a settled life have something to do with 
the improvement for the ten year group* 
As also stated in the previous chapter the experimental 
group was given this same test. This group, as you remember, 
had been given only fifteen specific dates and a number of 
’period*’ dates# It is well to note that this group was an 
average one with a comparable age and I.q. and that its aver¬ 
age for this test was 9.9. This average was somewhat higher than 
that of the control group which is discussed above# 
As a conclusion of the first part of this work it appears 
that we have made reasonably certain that many dates given in 
high school history courses are soon forgotten. It appears that 
v.e might have been better off, at least no worse off, if we had 
required the students to place the events in certain periods in¬ 
stead of attempting to force them to remember exact dates which 
s 
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are soon forgotten anyway and vhich give the student practi¬ 
cally no connection vith the particular period* 
4.o 
Data of ^ueation II 
In chapter tv/o the procedure which we used in arriving at 
the answer to question number two was given and this present 
chapter will deal vith the results of the investigations made 
in its relation. The following table shows the list of the en~ 
V 
tire group of students, including both the experimental and con¬ 
trol groups, divided as to age and I. Also listed are the 
total scores acquired by each of the students, while an asterisk 
indicates the experimental group which was given only a com¬ 
paratively few dates. 
Table Number I 
.. .. .. 
hist of all students teste for resultS--200 questions 
Ay e 1*1* Score Age Score Age 1.1. Score 
20 93 112 19 112 159 19 102 62 
19 100 121 19 97 119 19 95 80 
i/19 92 lol 19 79 66 13 12*-* 171 
,,13 121 152 18 118 89 18 116 62 
13 115 r54 13 114 160 13 115 79 
13 118 30 ,, 13 111 lo9 13 103 116 
18 108 119 18 105 73 18 104 90 
13 104 120 13 104 85 18 104 73 
18 103 151 13 101 100 #18 100 125 
18 100 101 1 Q JLO 99 85 18 99 lo4 
#13 98 no 13 93 102 18 93 100 
#13 97 108 18 97 117 13 96 84 
//IB 95 101 18 95 100 #13 95 101 
• 18 95 99 13 94 97 18 92 102 
#18 92 154 18 91 125 18 91 110 
z/l 3 90 * 82 18 39 85 18 89 85 
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Table Humber I (continued from other pa£e) 
Y;e Score 
- - Ns*. I • Score .. Aee Score 
13 89 111 18 88 113 18 87 125 
18 37 111 13 87 127 #13 87 131 
*13 84 119 #13 31 122 17 125 129 
17 iac 127 #17 116 121 17 115 113 
17 113 71 17 1X2 83 17 112 78 
17 112 117 #17 111 121 17 m 112 
17 no 100 17 109 128 #17 109 105 
17 106 102 #17 105 114 17 104 101 
17 104 111 17 103 100 #17 105 98 
17 103 96 17 103 85 17 103 93 
17 102 101 17 1C1 100 #17 99 125 
17 99 115 17 98 91 17 97 93 
17 96 91 17 96 89 *17 96 132 
17 96 120 1? 95 75 17 95 70 
#17 95 94 17 94 93 17 94 120 
17 92 110 #17 92 122 17 92 71 
17 92 57 17 91 125 #17 91 95 
17 90 90 1? 90 100 17 88 97 
*17 88 127 17 87 100 17 87 92 
17 36 91 17 85 93 17 84 73 
*17 83 67 17 82 87 #17 78 108 
17 76 100 #17 75 115 16 118 110 
#16 114 109 *16 110 112 16 no 110 
16 no 121 #16 107 128 16 107 129 
16 107 129 16 106 111 ♦, 10 105 107 
16 105 104 16 103 113 #16 101 113 
Table Kutaber I (continued fron other page) 
'•no 3co~re ...... Age .. i. Score :.. .Me . J. * ; * Score 
16 .96 110 16 95 110 16 95 104 
16 95 92 16 95 71 16 91 100 
16 00 95 16 90 09 lflG 05 35 
indicates experimental group* 
Ilotc* After giving the test and recording the scores* the 
averages of the to groups were obtained as follows! 
Average Score of Ibqjerimnt&l Group 114 
Average Score of Control Group 102 
Probably the above checks axe sufficient and significant* 
but further chocks were made on the results by pairing the 
thirty-five in the experimental group with thirty-five scores 
of the control group with the pairings being made by 
and age* If it so happened that two* three* or four of the 
control group were such that their age and I* > compared with 
one of the experimental group* an average of tlxe former 
(See next page for thirty-five 
experimental scores as con- 
pared with thirty-five control 
scores) 
was taken 
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'Table I limber II 
Compar'd tive dcores 
-'GO 
ixparinental 
-n--- Control jlxperixxmtal 
Jeore 
Control 
3 core 
19 92 95 151 80 
IB 121 128 152 171 
is 111 115 159 30 
xa 100 100 125 101 “ 
is 98 98 110 100 
18 97 97 103 117 
ia 95 95 101 100 
xa 92 92 154 102 
18 90 91 82 no 
18 87 88 125 115 
18 87 89 151 in 
18 04 87 119 111 
ia 81 87 122 127 
i? 116 115 121 115 
17 111 111 121 112 
17 109 109 105 123 
17 105 106 114 102 
17 105 105 98 96 
17 99 99 125 115 
17 97 96 95 90 
17 96 96 132 120 
17 95 95 94 75 
17 92 92 122 110 
17 91 91 95 125 
17 38 80 127 97 
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Table ITuriher II (continued) 
Comparat'fvc Scores 
-rbcperinental Control ll^ertocntal Control 
Ace Mi " 
.Ia.it Ccorc Score 
17 85 84 67 78 
17 78 82 103 87 
17 75 76 115 100 
16 114 118 109 no 
16 110 no 112 no 
16 107 10? 133 129 
16 105 105 107 104 
16 101 105 118 115 
16 95 95 101 99 
16 85 90 85 89 
The follorinc table shore relevant data of the compared groups* 
Table Humber III 
dbiperinent^l Group 
lluraber 55 
.* oun 114.04 
i'rodu c t -1!onion t 
Correlation 
bott/een Total 
1*u and >cores 
Median 115.85 
Standard 
Joviat1on 13*06 
difference 
between 
Means 
Standard error 
the difference 
of the Hean3 
of Equivalent1* 
Groups 
Critical Itatio 
Control Group 
55 
106.07 
.57 
104.72 
13.56 
7.37 
4 * 0 4 
1*82 ( 97 out of 100 chances) 
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31 a cuss ion of data of question Kuabor Two 
The test given, as explained in a previous chapter, pas 
designed primarily to find out the general knoxiedge of his¬ 
torical order and factual answers of the students, ha may be 
seen by table number 1 of this chapter, the students arc listed 
as to I*;, and age t/ith the score that certain pupils gained in 
the test* 
The reader my well notice that total scores ranged fron 
171 pay down to 57* Both experimental and control groups had 
good and bad scores as indicated* As was noted in the previous 
chapter, the control group appears to have both Rental and age 
advantages with a greater I. •. average of 2.9. These facts, along 
with the carefully chocked knowledge that both groups wore about 
equal in high school scholastic attainment, should serve to mice 
the results of this test more significant. 
With the advantages definitely on the side of the control 
group, the final average scores show that the experimental group 
too a twelve point advantage* 
Probably the above chocks are sufficient and significant, 
but further checks were made or the results by pairing the 
tlir-y-five in the experimental group with thirty-five scores1 
of the control group, with the pairings being nade by l*u and 
age* If it so happened ttot two, three, or four of the control 
group scores were such ttot their age and I.q* compared with 
one of the experimental group, an average of these scores 
were taken* 
Table Humber II of this chapter shows relevant data in 
connection with the tests* It will be noted ttot there is a 
!• Table Humber II of this chapter* 
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significant difference between the tvo tie ano* (The difference 
between the mdiana in even no re pronounced*) 
The other figures in this table are also very significant* 
If the reader will notice the critical ratio lie trill nee that 
the chances are 97 to 100 that the obtained difference of 7*57 
c 
between the two means could not have been by chance* This 
indicates a significant difference in favor of the eoqperincntal 
group• 
wit hough the difference of 11*11 o t eeri tv- two medians is 
even more pronounced than that £ the neano, it was- statistically 
proven3- that the mean was the more reliable nor sure of central 
tendency for both distributions* 
It should be noted that the standard devla ion is prac¬ 
tically the same (18*06 - 18*^6}* 
There Is no connection between good scores and age, but 
the scores show an improvement with higher I* >*fs# 
1* 3hen# - 3a. pling ;rror of the radian, Jour* of due. 
1955, pp* 154-156. 
oy*~ 
f 
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Chapter 17 
(I) Analysis of results of ’Question limber One. 
53 believe that the figures and chart3 on this question 
are ro.ffieient answers to the question-—\re latcs, once iarmed* 
aoon forgotten by forrisr history students? Certainly the evi* 
♦ 
donee points to an affirmative onower to that question* The 
averages are v iry low and the lates renonberod are : lastly those 
which would require no United At a ton history course to not;* 
(II) Analy tl f r v.tu of question :huober fwo* 
Both a broad and statistical analysis of the tent results 
reveal two significant facts. First, eodv.sis on tut os does 
not inspire better learning of history as indicate i by the 
achievement test * Secondly, there is evidence that *period 
teaching41 of dates as contrasted with "multiple date" touching 
will bring a out better learning, since there is a significant 
difference bet.ein the two means. (The difference between the 
.medians is even more pronounced*) 
hi til every tiling such as age, X*u* and scholastic att* innest 
-■ ■ ontrol group in * final analysis 
did not acquire as many facts in history, nor gain as good an 
idea of historical order as did the group which was given con¬ 
er t i v ely few d utce, a os toft hen a ppr oxi oa t e • 
. le e onme nda 11 ons 
It is recormended that the student a should not be burdened 
down with numerous dotes in United Jtates hi J. ,-ry as they are 
soon forgotten anyway, and, by the evidence shown in this paper. 
evidently ta e much of the pupil a time and attention vhich could 
be more, profitably spent in getting factual knowledge and placing 
It in the roper periods*’ It in further r e, t 
teachers set up certain /• rich dates of their own such as (1) 
before the levalutionary tar, and (2) between the Evolutionary 
'..ar and the bar o ' . .., hb f § 
and have the student remember events as happc~ra in certain 
periods instead of by learning exact bat ir»* 
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